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Today's
Presentation
MAIN TOPIC

 Learn how to save time 

Strategize

Gain bigger rewards & SEO

Grow your quality audience 

Keeping up with online content on your

social media sites? 

Work smarter not harder! 



Kerri Jarrett, WTS
WEBMASTER & TRICHOLOGY PRACTITIONER 

My quick short story: I have post secondary education in

Business and Marketing, my mom pushed me into it after I told

her I wanted to go to hair school. She encouraged me to open

my own salon one day, and she wanted to be sure I had a solid

foundation to success. I majored in online marketing and web

design; and mainly because I knew how much it would cost to

hire these tasks out....so full disclosure I did it to save money. 

 And fell in love with the web. I built my first website in 2002,

and became a professional hair blogger in 2012.



Keeping up with online content
on your social media sites? 

To reach more customers better & faster.



Which platform 
- start with one

TikTok

Short and to the point

FB (groups/pages/events)

Engagement 

Instagram

Extra Extra and Ingagement

Blogging Mastery

Deep and Rich content

YouTube

Deep and Rich content

who, what, when, where, why

Linkedin

Lets talk business

Pinterest

Extra Extra and Engagement



Do you know your audience?
quality over quantity



7 FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS

The rules of engagement
Designing success & monetize 
Secret to cracking the code
Changing the algorithms and
creator rabbit hole
3 Types of content that are
vital to your success
Sabotaging your success
Accurately measure your
success

So you can use it and it not use you.



Stop confusing the algorithm on the internet. 

NICHE down. 



Chase vs Control
PAY ATTENTION TO THE
NUMBERS THAT MATTER TO YOU 

Pay attention to the numbers that

matter to YOU not to the platform you

are working on, the game is RIGGED. So

stop chasing the vanity metrics, quality

for you over quantity. 

Speak to YOUR target clients. 



How do you crack the C.O.D.E for you. 

content

who are you creating for, what are you known for.

optimization

are you optimizing in back end before you post...keywords.

development 

viewer comes FIRST

expansion

algorithm starts to categorize your account



CONTROL

STOP creating content on hope! 

WHAT is your metric for success,  -

that is what you should care

FOCUS on ROI on in house clients 



VIRAL

Trends, be be cautious of who you MIGHT attract.... if you are

posting about cats then do a viral about dogs, is that going to

kill the momentum of you're fundamental content, make it

relevant to your ideal customer. WHO are you reaching, WHY

are you reaching them. Before posting is it vanity metrics or a

hero to story content.

 

DEPTH

(subscribers/values/relating to client at a human level rather

a teacher) Easier to digest

EVERGREEN

(loyal followers)
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ASK YOURSELF BEFORE YOU
POST:

Why am I doing this?
Hope/vanity content vs intentional

content is it worth posting (it can
confuse the algorithm), ask yourself:

- Why am I doing this?
- What's my purpose?

 
Don't lose your soul.

 



Metrics 
THE MOST IMPORTANT METRICS
FOR SUCCESS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

CTR (content)

Rentention

Impact Audience (starfish)

Action -is your audience taking action, are

they wanting to be clients, are thy reaching

out to you.

Are you Happy and PROUD of what you post.

For me it is about impact and inspiring people, focus on
the people you can reach and who need you...the
starfish's out there. What do you want to share with
those who need to hear from you.



Let's simplify and grow.
Time Hack



Time Hack
TURN ONE RECORDING INTO
PLENTY

When creating – don’t overcomplicate things!

So many people let the fear of looking or

sounding perfect stop them from getting to

posting anything at all. This is the biggest

mistake you can make! 



People actually respond even BETTER

to videos or posts that are casual, raw

and organic. This can mean just you

with your iphone, sitting in your home

office or on your back porch.

For example a video recording you

don’t need professional makeup or a

professional camera… Just some decent

lighting and a good outline of what you

want to talk about. 



Here is my hack
Create a video recording on ie zoom* (10-15 mins
is a good range). This can give you enough time to
go into quite a bit of detail. This is your chance to
give the full picture of the topic you’re sharing and
really create value for your audience. 

*zoom you can record for a vlog, blog, or
video....and transcribe it. 



Introduce yourself, then give the body of
the content you’re covering, and end with
a call to action asking them to join your
email list, FB group or other. 

PLAN OUT YOUR VIDEO

Get out your laptop or your phone and
start recording! You might need to do one
or two drafts but don’t get caught up in
being perfect, remember – the more
REAL the better. 

START RECORDING

You might want to write out bullet points
and hang them in front of you to help you
stay on track. 

BE PREPARED

Share on Facebook, Youtube, + IGTV.
Make sure to set your video to public on
all platforms. 

SHARE IT

Step 1:
ONCE YOU’VE CHOSEN A TOPIC OR IDEA, HERE’S WHERE TO BEGIN… 



Personal Touches:
Once your full video is recorded, watch it back and jot down the

most value packed clips to repurpose on other platforms. I like to

transcribe it myself, there are tools to use or services (ie.

Grammerly, google, fiver, etc).

You could also ask a friend or employee to watch it and give you

their picks – an outside perspective can go a long way. You might

be too close to your own work. 



Using your phone (create copies of your video), QuickTime or another video editing
program or app, my personal choice is iMovie. There are plenty of YouTube videos on the
varied options, just make sure you pick the top to date clips. TAKE THE TIME TO LEARN
AND RETAIN! Pull 3 or more 60 second (or less) clips from your original video. Share these
on your IG feed,IG Stories, or even on Facebook. Pick the parts of the video that stand out or
create value on their own. 

Pull 3 or more 15 second (or less) clips from your original video. For these clips, focus on
funny moments or value-packed quotables.  Something that helps show your personality or
knowledge to your audience. These clips can be uploaded one by one to your IG stories for
example. 

Step 2:
MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR FOOTAGE 



Share your blog post with it's featured image on Facebook & Linkedin. You can create a small
post about it and then post the link itself in the comments to help beat the Facebook algorithm
(which wants to keep people on their site). 

Create a post about your blog article on instagram, resize the featured image and share. Direct
people to the link in your bio to read the full article. 

STEP 3: 
CREATING + SHARING YOUR BLOG POST 

Share your blog post with the featured image on Pinterest. Remember that Pinterest is image
driven, so choosing an image that’s captivating will go a long way here. 

Send an email out to your email list with a snippet of your blog post directing them back to your
site to read the rest. You want to focus on giving them at least one piece of value, but keeping
enough back that they want to click through to the blog. The longer someone is on your
website the better.

Get your video transcribed and turn the content into a blog post. Share this post on your blog.
You can even link people back to your original video from the post or embed the video in the
blog post. 



1. Take 3 paragraphs from your original blog post, edit them and turn them into mini-
posts. Make new graphics or choose an image to go with each 

Post those three mini-posts on Facebook, Instagram + Pinterest. Remember to stagger
them over a couple of weeks in order to reach the most people. 

STEP 4: 
CREATING MINI-POSTS 
Some people will go to your blog and read the full post, and others won’t. Taking some of the key points
from the article and turning into mini-posts, which are quick and easy to read will help reach more
people. I like to use hemingwayapp.com to analyzes text for readability. Readability is how easy or
difficult to it is to understand a piece of writing. An essential part of good writing is readability.
Hemingway Editor pinpoints things that affect the readability of your work.



STEP 5: 
QUOTE IMAGES + STORIES 
Quote images and Instagram/Pinterest are a great way to take those little one liners and quotables and
share them for quick value. People LOVE sharing quote images, so they can really help with reach, don't
forget to stamp them with a hashtag, logo, or handle. 

Take 3 sentences from your blog post and turn them into 3 quote graphics. Use a site like Canva to
create them yourself, or hire someone off Upwork or Fiver to do this piece for you. Etsy you can
purchase templates and modify them to your brand (remember consistency and brand colours).

Share each on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook + Pinterest – link back to your blog post or be sure
to mention the link in bio in your caption. As you share these on each of the following platforms,
stagger them over a few weeks so you can slowly build organic traffic to your blog. 

Take any extra quotes or quick tips and use them to create graphics for IG stories + Pinterest
stories. Pinterest story images should be 736 px x 1120px and IG stories should be 1080px by
1920px. 

Take any data or interesting facts from your video to create an infographic. This can be shared
across platforms. 



STEP 6: 
REPURPOSING CONTENT FOR MORE REACH
Quote images and Instagram/Pinterest are a great way to take those little one liners and quotables and
share them for quick value. People LOVE sharing quote images, so they can really help with reach. 

In one or two months time, repeat steps 5-14. Remember, most of your audience did NOT
see the first posts as they only appear on social media for a short time and then disappear.
Utlize Google Docs and Dropbox to store these for future use.

Repeat steps 5-14 ONE YEAR later! You can edit anything that is out of date in your blog
post but re-sharing your older content is a great way to not have to constantly be creating
new content!  - future lesson we can talk about utilizing Analytics to revisit and UPDATING
blogs (and monetization). 



LEVERAGE
The key to success when it comes to leveraging content is to get

everything created in one go. Just because you’re staggering your

posts doesn’t mean you need to stagger creation. Your best bet is

to make your video and then dive right into writing and creating all

of the content – so the ideas are fresh on your mind. I sometimes

will feel inspired and record my topic on my phone and turn it into

a blog post.

If you have ideas to post and do not want to lose them create a

spreadsheet to save them. Create a clear posting schedule to help

keep you on track. 

ONE FINAL TIP… 



CONSISTENCY
Remember that CONSISTENCY will help you build trust with your

audience, which will ultimately lead to more sales! When you

create all of the content upfront, and then follow a set posting

schedule, you show your audience they can count on hearing from

you.

Don't forget...



Step 1:

CHOOSE YOUR TOPIC

Step 2:

MAKING THE MOST OF
YOUR FOOTAGE 

STEP 3: 

CREATING + SHARING
YOUR BLOG POST 

STEP 4: 

CREATING MINI-POSTS 

STEP 5: 

QUOTE IMAGES +
STORIES 

STEP 6: 

REPURPOSING CONTENT
FOR MORE REACH

RECAP



Social media is about sociology
and psychology more than
technology.
- Brian Solis

TAKE NOTE



Thank you, 
     For Your Time

Kerri Jarrett, WTS

thehaircoach.ca  |  @kerrijarrett

Slides:

thehaircoach.ca/marketing


